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About This Game

If you throw a bag filled with water, it will explode like a small bomb. You will be amazed, throwing them at objects and see
how these bags are gone. In this game, the packages explode by touching various objects, like pedestrians, birds, cops. When
you hit a policeman you'll get a penalty, it leads to game over. If you hit pedestrians and birds you raise your score, you can

spend it to improve. Join this exciting and addictive game and get more bonuses!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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it will not downlode eving thow i ave payed fore it. I'm really glad I got this. Whenever i'm waiting and just need to kill 5 or 10
minutes, this is perfect. Not much more than that. Great design and art, the music is really cool, too. It definitely serves its
purpose and it accolmplishes quite well what it is meant to be. So in other words, if you like retro arcade games this is worth at
full price.. I found this game while me and my friend were looking for a free game to play. In the beggining this game was very
confusing and the grafics looked like a 10 year old made it; but all in all, it was a pretty cool game.. If you loved Moonbase
Commander like I did, then this is a required purchase. Someone has to keep the lineage of the Hierarchical RTS genre alive
and I will support anyone who does it right! It may not be Moonbase Commander proper but it's the best we'll get for years.. I
love this game. I could play it over and over again and not get bored.
the only thing i woudl say to make the gam =e better is make it longer.. Though this game looked great at the start, I'm not sure
at the moment if it's worth it. I understand it came out of early access not long ago when I write this but I have several problems.
Starting with the biggest glaring issue, you only have two hit points. I get you want to start out weak and such but for a few
reasons I don't like it. The main character, Phoenix, seems to have some form of training in using daggers and such. I'd imagine
someone trained wouldn't be easily killed by enemies in the second stage. And I don't mean because they hit fast, I mean
because you will be one shot. Which leads to the next problem, enemies shouldn't be one shoting you in the second stage. Even
the boss does less damage.
The stages aren't bad, I liked the design of them. Alittle maze like but you have to look around for the gold to get the next parts.
It insists on their being cool secrets or something. I couldn't find anything of importance but oh well I assume later in the game
that it would be possible.
My next issue with the game is mostly gameplay. The enemies are fine (outside of being oneshot) and they have basic attacks
and such. What I don't like is the placement of some of them and how certain ones attack. The Gnoll will shoot a green blast
repeatedly, which to fire quick enough, you have to shoot one waste fire ball, then either dodge the next attack they do which
will kill you, or shoot another, losing your entire mana pool.
Then in the brixies, I assume pixie like monsters, they shoot a straight line at your character. The issue with their aiming is that
when they start the attack, if you jump to get out of the way, the beam will go at you still. The targeting is right as the beam
comes out, not at the start of the animation of the attack.
I know some of this is knit-picking and I'm sorry for thos who enjoy it.

I will have to give feedback for the programmers, I know this game is only developed by a small number, if I remember reading
right, only two people. I want to recommend a few tweeks. Give 3 hit points. If you do this way, at least then when an enemy
hits hard, you still live and know to get away from it.
Second, enemies need to be consistantly dead. If I die after 5 montsters, I don't want to be ported back and restart the same
thing over again killing the same monsters the same way, it turns very methodical and repeatitive.
Thirdly, you seem to be stuck in an area of both platformer and trying to stick to adventure games. The 3D aspect upgrades the
plateformer style to something of interest, if you give powerups, (mana pool increases, and health increases), in random areas
where the gold is, it'd be far more interesting to me.

As of right now, I can not see myself enjoying this game and I feel terrible for it, a friend purchased it for me and I have to
refund this for not enjoying what it appeared to be.
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''Mostly negative''? Really? I have no idea why anyone would not like this. The music is well composed, and it does have some
mysterious songs(some reviews complained about it being too upbeat), the rest are pretty upbeat. As advertised, perfect for a
puzzle game, especially for something similar to Account Mu.
Since this is a pack of music, I'll review each song one by one.

1)A song less traveled-This is one of my favs <3 It just feels so calm and happy. Would be really useful for a colorful game,
town or some sort of lobby.
2)Endless-Again, pretty calm and upbeat. Would probably not suit a town or a lobby like a song less traveled, but could still be
used for a nice colorful puzzle game!
3)Mysterious Mayhem-A little less puzzle-y and more vast. Tbh, I don't think this could be used for much. The thing I don't like
about this song is that it mixes cyberpunk and fantasy which makes it so that you can not use it for either.
4)Obscurity-One of the darker songs in the pack, this is pretty good for a mysterious area, or for giving some atmosphere before
a boss battle.
5)Quizzical-The song itself is awesome, however it makes the same mistake Mysterious Mayhem did, but this time instead of
mixing fantasy and cyberpunk, it mixes happy and sad. It does have the perfect tune for a memory sequence, but it just makes
you think ''would I use this in a happy or sad memory?''.
6)Sand Falling-I can't really say that the title suits this song. You'd think this would be a desert styled music, but it isn't. It has a
more visual novel or tamagotchi feeling to it. Just like most other songs, could also be good for a puzzle game!
7)Slight Suspicion-This one is pretty dark while still having an upbeat theme to it. It's great for the final levels of a puzzle game,
as it gives me that impression at first.
8)The Riddle-Another cyberpunk-ish theme, atleast this time it has no fantasy mixed in it! It does feel like it would be great for
a calming scene in a sci-fi game.
9)Unobtained-Another slightly dark tune. It does have a horror feeling to it, but could be used in a fantasy rpg!
10)Wondering-Oh god, I'm getting the underwater vibes already! This one is possibly the calmest song on the list.

Before finishing off, I'd like to point out that you should get it when it has a sale. In my region, it's 10 try, which is the same
amount of songs in the list. And with that money I could get atleast 3 games from my wishlist. Luckily though, I got it when it
got an 80% discount, and I feel that this price is waaaaaay more suitable. One downside of it is that most songs are short, mostly
below a minute or a little above it. It isn't too much of a problem, but it does make me wish they were atleast slightly longer. Do
get this if you are making a puzzle game, or just want some upbeat music in general, the songs are really well done and cute. I
wish it had a little more songs though.. Hmm. Okay. After suffering Bibou and Jumpball, I braced myself and loaded up
Kabitis...yet another game by the same developer....and...it's not entirely atrocious.

Don't get me wrong - it's still terrible. But not as utterly awful as the two previously mentioned games. The controls are still
shockingly bad and the level design is still haphazard....but the graphics are a little more restrained. I guess Andr\u00e9
Bertaglia is learning that a light touch works better....there's less clashing between the foreground and the background, and there
are a few nice touches such as the sad faces the enemies have when you jump on them (even if you can't tell at a glance what
you can walk on and what you can't).

The music isn't too bad either. Might not be to your taste, but I didn't mind having it on in the background while I clocked up
the runtime for the trading cards. Still didn't want to play it past level three though. And the "shop" system is needlessly
complicated and confusing.. I'm usually not a big fan of games like this, where you stand and shoot at moving targets. I do really
like this game though, just the way the enemies look and the feel of the game is really fun to me. For $5 especially, I'm very
impressed. Had 5 people taking turns getting high scores, everyone was addicted to it. I wish I knew how people got such
amazing scores in this game, though, lol! In survival just getting 2600 points made my arms nearly fall off there was so much
chaos going on. Then I look at the global scoreboard, and my jaw drops at those insane scores! I may be terrible at this, but no
matter how bad you are, it's still a blast to play. I would recommend this it at $10, and for $5? - Get the game. You will easily
get more than $5 out of this game.

I do wish there was some gun progression like upgrades, boosts, etc - maybe there are later, and I just haven't seen them yet. I've
been mostly in Survival mode.. why am i paying money for dbz characters that should have already been in the game, previous
dlc packs featured characters from dbs. a13 combos drop way to much in pvp and buuhans reach is spammable and annoying.
literally a whole fight where the dude was just using his extendo arms slapping me from 10 feet away and spamming
kamehameha mid combos, at least we got pride troopers outfit and zamasus lessons are actually difficult to learn or at least
challenging compared to the other trash mentors. I love the settings and obstacles you have put in this game. I recommend this
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game to kids between 3-9 as it is not violent at all. Others above that age limit could also enjoy playing this game.

_DiggyDog_
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